FOCUS REINVENTING CAPITALISM

Conscious
capitalism
A philosophy that puts caring at the centre of business activity
is taking root at major corporates.
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n 2009, at the height
of the GFC, CEO Bob
Chapman faced a
stark choice. His board
told him to lay off 3040% of workers at his manufacturing
company, Barry Wehmiller,
headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri.
If Chapman had followed the
traditional script and cut costs by
cutting human capital, the impact
would have devastated many small
Midwest American towns where the
company has operations. He asked
himself, “What would a caring family
do? We can’t lop off two out of five kids.
There has to be another way.”
Instead of layoffs, he offered
furloughs. All employees were asked
to take a month off without pay, saving
US$40m. Some people offered to
take off six weeks so that struggling
colleagues only took two weeks.
While the rest of America was on its
knees, at Barry Wehmiller people were
happy and altruism spread through
the company, breeding a sense of
sufficiency, not scarcity. Within 12
months the business was rebounding.
Barry Wehmiller is one of a growing
number of global brands that has
adopted the tenets of conscious
capitalism. Others include Patagonia,
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Whole Foods and Southwest Airlines.
In June, 170 people attended the second
conscious capitalism conference held
at the Ivy in Sydney, where American
co-founder Raj Sisodia, gave the keynote,
focusing on the success of Barry
Wehmiller, a company in which people –
not profit – are the purpose. A company
that has experienced 16% compounded
growth every year since 1998.
Sisodia’s upcoming book, Everybody
Matters, describes conscious
capitalism as: “A belief system, a
philosophy of business and to some
degree of life. It’s not just about selfinterest, it’s also about caring; it’s not
just about making money, it’s also
about making a difference.”
It is centred around four tenets:
higher purpose (the “why” of a
company), stakeholder orientation
(focusing on optimising value for all
parties including the environment),
conscious leadership (“not your
command and control imperial-style
CEOs but the humble servant leader”)
and conscious culture (building
trust and transparency among all
stakeholders).
Sisodia discovered these principles
when co-writing his 2007 book Firms
of Endearment that examined the
qualities of companies that thrive. A

year later Sisodia and John Mackey, coCEO of Whole Foods, who was already
practising some of the principles,
co-founded the Conscious Capitalism
non-profit movement. Today Australia
is the flagship chapter.
The challenges
One of the hardest things, says Sisodia,
is getting conscious capitalism across
internally. James Meldrum, CEO of
Melbourne-based Whole Kids, knows
how crucial this is.
“We started with the products
and we should have started with the
people. You’ve got to light the fire
there. If you have one or two who don’t
agree with the philosophy, especially
with a small team of ten, it can cause
dissension. Now we have a team that
have fully embraced it.”
On their quarterly strategy days the
Whole Kids staff work through some of
the conscious capitalist principles.
“We focus on offering professional
development opportunities for the
staff and other meaningful benefits.
One of the team said she’d really like
to run a marathon. We gave her time
off to run every week – and then we all
joined in. Now the whole team runs.”
Meldrum and wife Monica, who both
come from corporate backgrounds,
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Above: Raj Sisodia, co-founder of Conscious Capitalism, gives a keynote address at the second conference in Sydney.
Below left: Dr Anna Young-Ferris. Below right: James and Monica Meldrum, founders of Whole Kids, with their daughter Chloe.
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knew they wanted a different
approach in their organic food
company. They had been following
companies like Ben & Jerry’s and
Patagonia, and came across the B
Corp movement before discovering
conscious capitalism three years ago.
“That’s when we realised that what
we were doing had a name. Conscious
capitalism gave us a language.”
Whole Kids is one of a handful
of local companies to have been B
Corp certified, whereby a third-party
independent assessment audits a
company’s social and environmental
performance, accountability, and
transparency.
Within the food and beverage
industry, Unilever, under CEO Paul
Polman, is setting the benchmark on
how corporates can be sustainable.
In 2010 Polman set the target of
doubling the business while reducing
its environmental footprint and
increasing its positive social impact.
Despite a 2.8% rise in the first quarter
of 2015, previous missed sales targets
have made shareholders question
Polman’s approach.
At the June conference, Hugo
Verkuil, managing director and vicepresident marketing from Unilever,
acknowledged the tension between
making a profit and being sustainable.
Above left: (l-r) Brigid Walsh (Golden Door), Julijana
Gugucevski (LinkedIn) and Raj Sisodia holding hands.
Above right: Matt Perry, CEO Conscious Capitalism
Australia.
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“…it’s not just
about making
money, it’s also
about making a
difference.”
In his Brands for Life presentation, he
said: “We want people to buy more
stuff, we are a company… we also
believe that brands can do more and
can have an impact on social change.”
He went on to show how Ben & Jerry
ice cream raises awareness for the
Great Barrier Reef and Flora Proactiv
lowers cholesterol.
“The biggest killer of Australians
is heart disease,” Verkuil continued.
“How can we impact that?”
“Stop selling so much ice-cream,”
quipped Dr Anna Young-Ferris, a
professional expert in the field of
corporate sustainability from the
University of Sydney Business School.
As an academic whose doctorate
examined how institutional investors
can be more responsible with their
investment decision-making, YoungFerris admits to having “become
occasionally cynical about the
possibilities of capitalism ever being
anything other than a machine that
makes the rich richer and the poor
poorer”.
So, is there any hope? Young-Ferris

believes that conscious capitalism
is quite distinct and a promising
pathway forward because of its focus
of putting the human at the centre of
the business endeavour.
It starts with the premise that
capitalism is inherently good as a
means to raise living standards and
provide opportunities for meaning and
purpose.
Young-Ferris and Meldrum are
under no illusions about the structural
impediments that lie ahead. To roll this
out, the financial system, the capital
market system, the legal system and
even the education system all need to
be changed.
“It’s going to take a lot of
consciousness and conscious leaders
to make this happen,” says YoungFerris.
Meldrum sees it as a generational
shift.
“The new generation want to make
an impact in the world – and they are
going to drive change.”
Carolyn Tate, author of Conscious
Marketing and founder of the Slow
School of Business in South Yarra also
believes education is the way forward.
“At the slow school we provide
experiential learning, but sadly many
of our business education models …
[and] the corporations’ law says that
we have to maximise shareholder
return on investment. [Until that
changes] we are systematically stuck.”
Tate encourages accountants to
take “a cause leadership approach –
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someone who says I am going to fix
this issue in my industry”. She gives
the example of law firm, Marque
Lawyers, who no longer charge in the
much-maligned six-minute increments
in favour of retainers.
She says that accountants could
show “they have a deeper reason
for being in business, one that looks
beyond the numbers … and that
creates more loyal clients.”
Sisodia knows from exprience that,
for it to work, a company “has to
believe it is the right thing to do”.
“In the past, businesses became very
good at externalising all the real costs
on to people’s lives, environment,
society, future generations, which
means you internalise all the benefits –
the revenues and profits. The time has
come to internalise all externalities.
There is no external there – it’s all one
system. We are just kicking the can
down the road for future generations
to deal with.”
And how does he respond to cynics
Above left: Paul Connell (Unilever) and Amy Nadasky
participating in a group workshop.
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who say this is just a fad?
“We don’t worry about them.
We aren’t in the conversion business
… [but] I do believe that cynics are
deep down idealists … They’ve been
burnt, so therefore they are cautious
now.”
Unlike other approaches such as
corporate social responsibility (CSR)
or triple bottom line (TBL) which
evaluates social, environmental and
financial costs, conscious capitalism
offers an integrated model.
“A conscious business says that by
the very nature of what we do we are
having a positive impact on people’s
lives even if we don’t spend a penny
on CSR and philanthropy. We are still a
positive force in the world through our
core business itself.”
Sisodia’ s research in Firms of
Endearment showed that a sample of
such public companies outperformed
the stock market as a whole by a 14-to-1
ratio over a 15-year period.
At the 2015 conference, a row of
fake candles lined the wall behind the
speakers softening the atmosphere.
Speakers encouraged the audience

to drop their masks and to see how
“vulnerability is an ability – not a
liability”.
Brigid Walsh, General Manager
from the Golden Door Health
Retreat, brought in her gong and
encouraged everyone to connect to
their breath.
And even if Walsh’s talk about the
“magical energy [in] well cultures”
might have gone over the heads
of some of the audience, the fact
that organisations as diverse – and
as influential – as the Australian
Institute of Company Directors,
Suncorp, Woolworths and KPMG
were represented, indicates that
the more progressive Australian
companies are starting to take these
beliefs seriously.
For the proponents of conscious
capitalism there is no other choice.
“What was acceptable in the past is
no longer acceptable,” says Sisodia.
“We know there is a better way.”
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